
 BALCOMB TROPHY RESULT SUMMARY REPORT    

        
Date 26/06/2022       
Home 

team Cornwall       
Away 

team Worcestershire      
Venue Wellington BC, Somerset     
        
Rink results       

  Worcestershire Cornwall Lead Two Three 

R3 G Burbridge 24 22 I Drew 

A 

Milward 

D 

Hemming R Stanley 

R4 R Moule 18 18 M Read A Bond S Poyner 

R 

MaCaughtrie 

  42 40     

        
Match report       

The green at Wellington BC was a favoured venue for Cornwall.  The green looked good and Rrinks 3 and 

4 were selected for the game to be played on.  Cornwall won the toss and the choice of extra end. 

Right from the first end it was clear that this would be a tight game with a high standard of bowling from 

both teams at the start. Honours were even over the first 5 ends with Worcs taking a slight lead and 

then giving that up in the third and fourth ends to go five behind and then recover to a one shot defict 

after 5 ends. (R3 4-4, R4 5-6).  The next 5 ends saw R4 (Moule) score a single and drop 6 shots to trail 5-

10 at 9 ends with the front end for Cornwall and especially the lead arriving at the jack end after end 

with Rob and Richard Playing well to contain Cornwall and then Worcs picked up a 2 to trail 7-10.  R3 

(Burbridge) picked up consecutive 3's on ends 6 and 7 to lead 12-6 but Cornwall then fought back to trail 

by one after 10 ends (12-11).  Score after 10 ends was 19-21 with some solid bowling from both teams. 

Worcs got the game back to level after 12 ends and then R3 (Burbridge) dropped a 4 on the 13th end 

and R4 (Moule) dropped a 2 to trail by the most shots in the game (6 shots). Worcs continued to fight 

for every shot and managed to bring the game back level at 29-29 after 15 ends (R3 17-17, R4 12-12).   

On the 16th end R3 dropped 2 shots after a tight end and R4 were holding 3 with the skips to play and 

with a positive bowl from Cornwall skip the head broke well for them and they converted to pick up 2 

shots. 

On the 17th end the Worcs front end starting to build a good head. Richard played two great drawing 

bowls for what looked like a four but on measuring some slight jack movement restricted it to 2 shots.  

Worcs trailed by 3 shots. 

The 18th end saw some really good draw bowling form both Worcs rinks, with R3 picking up 2 shots and 

R4 once again getting good bowls in the head to put pressure on Cornwall and pick up 4 for Worcs to 

lead the game by 3 shots (R3 19-20, R4 18-14). 



Cornwall again showed that they were up for the fight and levelled the game up on the 19th end 37-37 

(R3 19-21, R4 18-16). 

With effectively four ends to play R3 were one end ahead and finished their 20th end by dropping one 

shot.  The 20th end for R4 changed hands several times with 3's and skips taking thier time to study 

options.  In the meantime R3 played their final end and with some excellent lead bowling Worcs applied 

the pressure on Cornwall forcing some running bowls that this time did not benefit Cornwall and saw 

Worcs pick up a game winning 5 shots.  This took some pressure of R4 and allowed some strategic 

bowling to accept dropping a single on the penultimate end to lead by 3 shots going into the last end.  

On the final end of the game Worcs were one shot down with Rob opting to play a deep covering bowl.  

This left the Cornwall skip a shot to take out our closest bowl and pick up 4 shots to win with his final 

bowl.  As expected he was on target connecting with the Worcs bowl which then hit a Cornwall bowl to 

keep it in the head and maintain 2nd shot.  Worcs accepted one down and did not need to bowl the final 

ball to win the game by 2 shots.  It was a dramatic finish with Worcs holding their nerve and securing a 

dramatic victory to go through to the regional finals stage on 17th July. 

The quality of bowling throughout was excellent by all players.  Worcestershire have shown that we can 

compete with the best and rightfully deserved to progress.  We wish them well in the regional finals.  

Come on Worcestershire! 


